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Summary

Background: The early detection and management of children with metabolic associ-

ated fatty liver disease (MAFLD) is challenging.

Objective: To develop a non-invasive and accurate prediction protocol for the identi-

fication of MAFLD among children with overweight/obesity candidates to confirma-

tory diagnosis.

Methods: A total of 115 children aged 8–12 years with overweight/obesity, rec-

ruited at a primary care, were enrolled in this cross-sectional study. The external vali-

dation was performed using a cohort of children with overweight/obesity (N = 46)

aged 8.5–14.0 years. MAFLD (≥5.5% hepatic fat) was diagnosed by magnetic reso-

nance imaging (MRI). Fasting blood biochemical parameters were measured, and

25 candidates’ single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were determined. Variables

potentially associated with the presence of MAFLD were included in a multivariate

logistic regression.

Results: Children with MAFLD (36%) showed higher plasma triglycerides (TG),

insulin, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), alanine

aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate transaminase (AST), glutamyl-transferase (GGT)

and ferritin (p < 0.05). The distribution of the risk-alleles of PPARGrs13081389,

PPARGrs1801282, HFErs1800562 and PNLPLA3rs4823173 was significantly

different between children with and without MAFLD (p < 0.05). Three

biochemical- and/or SNPs-based predictive models were developed, showing

strong discriminatory capacity (AUC-ROC: 0.708–0.888) but limited diagnostic

performance (sensitivity 67%–82% and specificity 63%–69%). A prediction proto-

col with elevated sensitivity (72%) and specificity (84%) based on two
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consecutive steps was developed. The external validation showed similar results:

sensitivity of 70% and specificity of 85%.

Conclusions: The HEPAKID prediction protocol is an accurate, easy to implant, mini-

mally invasive and low economic cost tool useful for the early identification and man-

agement of paediatric MAFLD in primary care.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Metabolic associated fatty liver disease (MAFLD) has become a global

health burden with an increasingly prevalence in paediatric population.1

The term MAFLD has been recently agreed between expert groups in

order to reflect more accurately the current knowledge of fatty liver

diseases associated with metabolic dysfunction.2,3 The definition of

paediatric MAFLD is based on evidence of intrahepatic fat accumulation

in addition to one of the three criteria: excess adiposity, presence of pre-

diabetes or type 2 diabetes or evidence of metabolic dysregulation (pres-

ence of at least two metabolic risks according to sex and age percentiles

increased waist circumference, hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia, low

serum HDL or impaired fasting glucose).3

MAFLD is considered a major risk factor for T2D and cardiovas-

cular diseases, already in childhood.4 It is estimated that MAFLD is

present in 3%–10% of general paediatric population, and this can

increase to 80% in children with overweight/obesity.5 MAFLD can

progress to steatohepatitis, fibrosis and cirrhosis over time, and it is

one of the most common chronic liver diseases in the world that

increase liver- and non-liver-related mortality.6

Lifestyle-based treatments are effective in reducing hepatic fat in

children with overweight.7 Therefore, early detection and manage-

ment of children with MAFLD is the most important step to prevent

the progression of the disease.7,8 Unfortunately, MAFLD in childhood

is often asymptomatic which, together with its high prevalence, long-

term health risks and costly and/or invasive diagnostic methods, set

up a challenge to clinicians and scientists for developing early diagno-

sis methods.9 Nowadays, the most widely used screening test in pae-

diatric units is based on elevated alanine aminotransferase (ALT)

levels,10–12 but, in children, this blood test shows very low sensitivity.

Of note is that MAFLD may be present even with normal blood ALT

results, leaving many children without further screening and clinical

supervision.13 Thus, at present, available screening methods for

MAFLD in children have two major disadvantages: (1) those algo-

rithms or ALT cut-points with elevated specificity10,11,14,15 have very

low sensitivity (<50%) and (2) the need of biochemical analysis in

every child with overweight or obesity, which is certainly a large

amount of blood testing in children that very often are apparently

healthy. Therefore, the development of non-invasive, sensitive and

accurate screening methods is of clinical interest.

Our group recently developed a simple, non-invasive, inexpensive

and easy-to-perform pre-screening tool (the HEPAKID index) to

identify MAFLD among preadolescent children with overweight/

obesity (i.e., children at risk of MAFLD).16 The HEPAKID index does

not require blood sampling; it is based on the recording of

sociodemographic factors (ethnic minority status and gestational age

at birth), anthropometric data (waist circumference and height) and

lifestyle variables (sugar-sweetened beverage [SSB] consumption and

screen time) and shows high sensitivity (82%) to identify children who

should be referred for additional diagnostic tests, being appropriate

for a pre-screening method.16 However, a second-step screening tool

should improve its limited specificity (63%) before conducting very

invasive (biopsy) or costly (magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]) confir-

matory diagnosis.

Several clinical biomarkers such as elevated levels of choles-

terol, triglycerides (TG), aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and ALT,

as well as hypertension or insulin resistance, are associated with

MAFLD.17–19 In addition, there is evidence that MAFLD is strongly

associated with excess adiposity.18 Yet, MAFLD and obesity are

not concomitant, and not every child with overweight/obesity

develops the disease. Different ethnic groups display differences

in MAFLD prevalence, indicating that genetics plays a role.20,21 In

this line, several genetic polymorphisms have shown to confer

higher susceptibility to MAFLD in children and adults.22

The present study aims to develop a second-step screening tool

gathering together elevated sensitivity (>80%) and specificity (>80%)

with high predictive potential for identifying children at a high risk of

MAFLD. To accomplish with this objective, the current work extends

the search from sociodemographic, lifestyle and anthropometric data

used in the HEPAKID index16 to biochemical and genetic variables

potentially associated with MAFLD. Further, the present study seeks

to develop a decision tree for the identification of children with over-

weight/obesity candidates to confirmatory diagnosis that can be use-

ful in clinical practice.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Study design and participants

This cross-sectional study uses baseline data from the EFIGRO project

(ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT02258126) whose overall aim was to exam-

ine the effect of combined family-based lifestyle plus exercise pro-

gram on hepatic fat in children with overweight or obesity. Details of
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sample calculation, randomization, characteristics of the study partici-

pants, methodological procedures and the measurements taken are

available elsewhere.23 The study protocol was approved by the Ethic

Committee of Clinical Investigation of Euskadi (PI2014045) and com-

plies with the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki (2013

revision). Before being enrolled in the study, all parents/legal guard-

ians signed an informed written consent, and all children gave their

assent.

For the current purpose, the data of 115 preadolescent children

with overweight or obesity, aged between 8.5 and 12.0 years, were

analysed. Overweight and obesity status was defined according to the

body mass index (BMI) international age- and sex-specific cut-off

values provided by the World Obesity Federation.24 Having other

hepatic disease or/and any other disease accompanied with elevated

blood transaminase levels, such as viral hepatitis, toxic hepatitis or

autoimmune diseases, was considered as exclusion criteria. The pre-

sent study followed the Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Pre-

diction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD)

guidelines.25

2.2 | Measurements

2.2.1 | Hepatic fat

Hepatic fat percentage was assessed by MRI using a Magnetom

Avanto system (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). The details

of the hepatic fat measurement protocol have been published else-

where.23 Thereafter, children were categorized as having or not hav-

ing MAFLD (≥5.5% or <5.5% percentage hepatic fat, respectively).26

2.2.2 | Sociodemographic, lifestyle and
anthropometric characteristics

Body mass (SECA 760), height (SECA 220) and waist circumference

(SECA 201) were measured in duplicate following standard protocols.

Then, the BMI (kg/m2) and the waist to height ratio (WHtR) were then

calculated.27

The sociodemographic information was obtained via self-

reported questionnaire. Belonging to an ethnic minority was defined

as having a foreign-born mother from a low- or middle-income coun-

try or belonging to a recognized ethnic minority for Spain

(i.e., Roma) according to the categories provided by the European

Commission for Spain.28 Perinatal variables, such as gestational age

at birth (weeks), were collected from clinical records. SSB consump-

tion was determined as the ingestion of soft drinks, sweetened

juices and energetic drinks29 in g/day. Then, children were catego-

rized as consumers or non-consumers of SSB. Dietary intake was

assessed by two non-consecutive 24-h recalls within a period of

7 days. A self-reported sedentary behaviour questionnaire30 was

completed in order to determine the frequency of specified seden-

tary behaviours such as watching TV, playing on-screen games and

surfing the Internet; the children were then categorized as meeting

(<2 h/day) or not-meeting (≥2 h/day) the World Health Organization

recommendations regarding screen time for children.31

2.3 | Biochemical and genetic variables

Blood extraction and collection details have been published else-

where.23 Fasting serum concentrations of biochemical parameters

such as total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL), low-

density lipoprotein (LDL), TG, glucose, insulin, ALT, AST, gamma-

glutamyl transferase (GGT) and ferritin concentrations were

measured as reported elsewhere.23 Thereafter, the homeostasis

model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR = insulin

[mU/L] � glucose [mmol/L]/22.5) was calculated.32 Genomic DNA

was extracted from white blood cells using Maxwell® RSC Blood

DNA Kit and Maxwell® RSC Instrument (Promega) equipment.

The genotyping was done by an Illumina system (Illumina, Inc,

San Diego, CA, USA) using the Golden-Gate technology (sampling

procedure scheme, Golden-Gate; Software, Inc, San Francisco,

California). Candidate gene approach was the procedure used to

select 25 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) potentially

associated with MAFLD33,34 in the current study.

2.4 | Statistical analysis

Differences in characteristics between children with or

without MRI-diagnosed MAFLD were analysed using the inde-

pendent t-test (continuous variables) or χ2 test (categorical

variables).

Variables potentially associated with the presence of MAFLD

were included as candidates in a multivariate logistic regression of

each model. Those independent variables that showed collinearity,

and those whose effect was negligible were removed from the final

model. Two different models were developed: (1) biochemical model

(model I), (2) genetic variants model (model II) and (3) biochemical plus

genetic variants model (model III). The probability of having MAFLD

was determined from the models, multiplying by 100 to obtain the

index of each model, which therefore has a score range from

0 to 100.

The discriminatory capacity of each model was analysed by

calculating the area under the receiver-operating characteristic

curve (AUC-ROC, with 95% confidence intervals [CI]). The cali-

bration of each model was examined using a calibration plot

(plotting the expected probabilities against observed event pro-

portions and smoothing via the Loess method) and the Hosmer–

Lemeshow test. Bootstrap resampling with 150 samples was

performed as an internal validation and to provide an optimism-

corrected AUC-ROC.

The Youden index35 was used to identify the optimal cut-off

point for binary classification for the two models, prioritizing high sen-

sitivity (≥80%). The performance of the proposed models was
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expressed as sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive

values (with their corresponding 95% CIs) for the proposed cut-off

points. All the analyses were performed for the sample as a whole and

separately for boys and girls.

All calculations were performed using SPSS software v.23.0 (IBM,

Armonk, NY, USA) and R statistical software v.3.6.3. Significance was

set at α = 0.05.

2.5 | Development of the prediction protocol
and external validation

Two steps algorithm was developed for the detection of

MAFLD. The first step is based on a short questionnaire punctu-

ation (HEPAKID index),16 which includes anthropometric data

(WHtR), sociodemographic factors (ethnic minority status and

gestational age at birth) and lifestyle variables (SSB consumption

and screen time). The second step is based on biochemical

screening: HOMA-IR, TG, ALT, AST, GGT and ferritin (model I

equation).

Once the model was developed, the external validation was

performed using the baseline data from the MICROKID project

(ClinicalTrials.gov ID: NCT04575506) whose overall aim is the

study of the influence of the diversity and composition of the

microbiota in the development of MRI diagnosed MAFLD. A

total of 46 preadolescent children with overweight/obesity

(N = 20 girls), aged between 8.5 and 14.0 years, were analysed.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were the same than the

original sample.

3 | RESULTS

Table 1 shows the characteristics of participants with (36%) and without

MAFLD (64%). Children with MAFLD showed higher plasma TG, insulin,

HOMA-IR, AST, ALT, GGT and ferritin compared to those peers without

MAFLD (p < 0.05). Table S1 shows the characteristic of the external vali-

dation sample with (28%) and without MAFLD (72%). This sample also

showed higher plasma TG, insulin, HOMA-IR, AST, ALT and ferritin in chil-

dren with MAFLD compared to those peers without MAFLD (p < 0.05).

TABLE 1 Anthropometric and clinical
characteristics of overweight/obese
children with and without metabolic
associated fatty liver disease in the
exploratory sample of children

Non-MAFLD MAFLD

N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD) p

Anthropometric and body composition characteristics

Age (years) 74 10.6 (1.1) 41 10.5 (1.1) 0.749

Girls (N, %) 74 42.57 41 20.49 0.077

Body mass index (kg/m2) 74 25.0 (3.2) 41 26.2 (3.3) 0.059

Hepatic fat (%) 74 3.67 (0.97) 41 9.18 (4.8) <0.001

Biochemical parameters

Cholesterol (mg/dl) 73 170.5 (28.0) 41 174.4 (29.0) 0.489

High-density lipoprotein (mg/dl) 73 51.8 (11.8) 41 49.2 (10.3) 0.232

Low-density lipoprotein (mg/dl) 73 104.1 (23.6) 41 105.5 (24.6) 0.768

Triglycerides (mg/dl) 73 73.5 (30.0) 41 98.2 (47.4) 0.004

Glucose (mg/dl) 73 84.7 (4.9) 40 86.8 (6.1) 0.086

Insulin (μU/ml) 73 11.1 (4.3) 41 13.9 (5.5) 0.006

HOMA-IR 73 2.34 (0.95) 40 3.01 (1.28) 0.006

Aspartate aminotransferase (U/L) 73 23.0 (4.3) 41 24.6 (3.9) 0.045

Alanine aminotransferase (U/L) 73 18.0 (5.3) 41 24.8 (11.2) 0.001

Gamma-glutamyl-transferase (U/L) 72 14.9 (3.6) 40 18.8 (5.4) <0.001

Ferritin (ng/ml) 71 45.0 (22.2) 41 67.8 (64.8) 0.035

Genetic variants (% of risk allele carriers)

PPARG rs13081389 51 4 24 21 0.019

PPARG rs1801282 51 12 24 33 0.025

HFE rs1800562 51 6 24 21 0.050

PNPLA3 rs4823173 51 22 24 46 0.031

Note: Bold values indicate p value < 0.05.

Abbreviations: HOMA-IR, homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance; MAFLD, children with

metabolic associated fatty liver disease; non-MAFLD, children without metabolic associated fatty liver

disease; SD, standard deviation; SSB, sugar-sweetened beverages.
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From the 25 SNPs potentially associated with MAFLD (Table S2),

four genetic variants (Table S3) were significantly associated with the

presence of the disease. The distribution of carriers/non-carriers

of the risk-alleles of the PPARG rs13081389, PPARG rs1801282,

HFE rs1800562 and PNLPLA3 rs4823173 was significantly different

between children with and without MAFLD (p < 0.05, Table 1).

3.1 | Development of the models

Table 2 shows the multivariate logistic regression analysis of the

three proposed models. The model I was based on six biochemi-

cal parameters potentially associated with having MAFLD. The

model II was based on four SNPs potentially associated with

having MAFLD. The model III was based on the six biochemical

parameters plus the four SNPs. All models were defined using

the standardized regression coefficients (β) obtained in the mul-

tivariate logistic regression analyses (Table 2). The calculators of

each model are available on https://acortar.link/1yeEyY.

The Hosmer–Lemeshow test (Model I, p = 0.355, Model II,

p = 0.830 and Model III, p = 0.299) and the calibration plots

(Figure S1) showed the calibration of each model. The AUC-ROC

values for the three indexes were 0.824 (Model I), 0.708 (Model II)

and 0.888 (Model III). Model I and model III showed strong discrimina-

tory capacity for identifying MAFLD in the study population, while

model II showed limited capacity (Figure S1). The optimism corrected

AUC-ROC were 0.792 (panel A, Model I), (panel B, Model II) 0.665

and 0.812 (panel C, Model III).

Table S4 shows the diagnostic performance of the three devel-

oped models at different cut-off points. For models I, II and III, the

optimum cut points were 25.0, 22.0 and 24.0, respectively. Table 3

shows the diagnostic performance of the selected cut points of the

three developed models for the whole sample, as well as separately

for boys and girls. The models I and III showed high sensitivity (82%),

but limited specificity (63%–69%). The model II showed limited sensi-

tivity (67%) and specificity (65%) in the whole sample; likewise, it

showed large differences in diagnostic performance between girls and

boys (sensitivity of 50% and 83%, specificity of 57% and 74%,

respectively).

3.2 | Development of the prediction protocol and
external validation

Figure 1 shows the developed decision protocol algorithm for

the identification of children with overweight or obesity candi-

dates to confirmatory diagnosis of MAFLD (HEPAKID prediction

protocol). This algorithm includes two steps: 1st) pre-screening

of children with high risk of having MAFLD using the short

questionnaire of the HEPAKID index (available on https://bit.ly/

2AQTUPa)16 and 2nd) those children whose HEPAKID index is

≥25 are derived to a blood test to confirm their risk using the

screening tool based on Model I equation (available on https://

acortar.link/1yeEyY).

Figure S2 (panel A) shows the performance of the complete algo-

rithm in the main sample. The complete algorithm showed high dis-

criminatory capacity with 9 false negatives and 10 false positives in

the original sample, reaching a sensitivity of 72% and a specificity of

84% (N = 93).

TABLE 2 Multiple logistic regressions analysis showing the
association of biochemical parameters with metabolic associated fatty
liver disease in the exploratory sample of children (MAFLD,
dependent variable)

MAFLD

OR (95% CI) β p

Model I (n = 109)

Constant - �9.620 0.000

HOMA-IR 1.53 (0.93–2.52) 0.425 0.095

TG (mg/dl) 1.01 (0.99–1.02) 0.010 0.164

ALT (U/L) 1.03 (0.93–1.14) 0.030 0.558

AST (U/L) 1.14 (0.98–1.32) 0.133 0.078

GGT (U/L) 1.13 (0.98–1.30) 0.126 0.069

Ferritin (ng/ml) 1.02 (0.99–1.04) 0.020 0.070

Model II (n = 75)

Constant - �1.547 0.000

PPARG (rs13081389) 4.10 (0.39–42.65) 1.411 0.238

PPARG (rs1801282) 1.74 (0.33–9.36) 0.556 0.516

HFE (rs1800562) 4.47 (0.87–22.90) 1.498 0.072

PNPLA3 (rs4823173) 2.93 (0.95–9.02) 1.075 0.061

Model III (n = 72)

Constant - �10.940 0.002

HOMA-IR 1.38 (0.73–2,60) 0.320 0.326

TG (mg/dl) 1.01 (0.99–1.03) 0.009 0.415

ALT (U/L) 1.00 (0.81–1.23) 0.001 0.996

AST (U/L) 1.10 (0.89–1.37) 0.098 0.372

GGT (U/L) 1.35 (1.00–1.82) 0.301 0.050

Ferritin (ng/ml) 1.01 (0.98–1.04) 0.013 0.360

PPARG (rs13081389) 1.03 (0.05–23.30) 0.029 0.985

PPARG (rs1801282) 5.76 (0.65–51.10) 1.751 0.116

HFE (rs1800562) 10.96 (1.09–109.87) 2.394 0.042

PNPLA3 (rs4823173) 1.6 (0.282–9.08) 0.470 0.596

Note: Only participants with no missing data were included into the model.

Missing data model I, GGT (n = 2), HOMA-IR (n = 1), ferritin (n = 2).

Missing data model II, GGT (n = 2), HOMA-IR (n = 1), Ferritin (n = 2),

SNPs analysing (n = 37). Missing data model III, SNPs analysing (n = 37).

Abbreviations: β, standardized regression coefficient; ALT, alanine

transaminase; AST, aspartate transaminase; CI, confidence interval; GGT,

gamma-glutamyl-transferase; HFE, homeostatic iron regulator; HOMA-IR,

homeostatic model assessment; OR, odds ratio; PNPLA3, patatin like

phospholipase domain containing 3; PPARG, peroxisome proliferator

activated receptor gamma; TG, triglycerides.
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The discriminatory capacity of the algorithm in the external vali-

dation sample can be found in Figure S2 (panel B). The validation algo-

rithm showed high discriminatory capacity (Table S5), with 4 false

negatives and 5 false positives, reaching a sensitivity of 70% and a

specificity of 85% (N = 45).

Finally, the two steps comprised in the prediction protocol,

the HEPAKID index and the biochemical screening, were also

independently validated with the external sample, and the

results showed similar diagnostic performance in the two sam-

ples (Table S5).

4 | DISCUSSION

The most important contribution of this study is the development of

an easy to perform and minimally invasive prediction protocol for the

identification of MAFLD among children with overweight/obesity,

which encompasses elevated sensitivity, specificity and high accuracy.

This algorithm, based on a short questionnaire and easy to measure

biochemical parameters, may be useful in routine Primary Care clinical

practice to identify early those children who should be referred to

perform a confirmatory diagnosis.

We developed three different models in order to identify the

most appropriate model to serve as a second-step screening tool for

MAFLD in children with overweight/obesity. However, the exclusive

application of these models, based on biochemical and/or SNPs data,

showed moderate accuracy (sensitivity 67%–82% and specificity

63%–69%) to detect MAFLD.

These findings are in concordance with previous

reports.12,15,16,36,37 In this way, the application of the model I,

based exclusively on biochemical parameters, showed limited

applicability. Thus, the prioritization of high sensitivity (82%) with

a cut point of ≥25 showed low specificity (63%), while the prioriti-

zation of high specificity (94%) with a cut-point of ≥60 showed

very low sensitivity (49%). Indeed, although biochemical parame-

ters such as HOMA-IR, TG, ALT, AST, GGT or ferritin levels are

increased in children with MAFLD,38,39 their prediction capacity is

not enough for the screening of MAFLD.12,13,15,40

The genetic risk score (model II) based on four SNPs associated

with MAFLD (PPARG rs13081389, PPARG rs1801282, HFE

rs1800562 and PNLPLA3 rs4823173) also showed limited discrimina-

tory capacity (67% sensitivity and 65% specificity). In turn, the combi-

nation of the biochemical and genetic variables (model III) did not

improve the accuracy enough (82% sensitivity and 69% specificity) in

our study sample. Thus, considering the necessary technological

resources for the analysis of the SNPs, the minimal specificity

improvement of the prediction tool and its high economic cost, this

model becomes non-eligible for the routine clinical practice. These

results concur with previous reports in children and adults, where the

addition of genetic information to clinical parameters in the calcula-

tions of the risk scores resulted in minimal improvements of sensitivity

and specificity.41,42 In a cohort of Italian children with obesity and

adolescent aged 6–18 years, the addition of three, four or eleven

SNPs only slightly improved the AUC-ROC from 0.77 to 0.80, 0.80

and 0.81, respectively.42 In older Chinese adults, the addition of

genetic variants to different models improved their sensitivity but

worsened the specificity.41

Genetic susceptibility seems to play a crucial role in the

development and progression of MAFLD.43 Therefore, genetic

variants have been proposed as potential biomarkers of MAFLD

TABLE 3 Diagnostic performance of the two developed models for magnetic resonance imaging-diagnosed paediatric metabolic associated
fatty liver disease identification in the exploratory sample of children

Cut-off points SN, % (95% CI) SP, % (95% CI) PPV, % (95% CI) NPV, % (95% CI)

Model I

Cut-point ≥25

Whole sample (n = 109) 82 (69–95) 63 (51–75) 55 (42–69) 86 (76–97)

Girls (n = 61) 75 (54–96) 63 (47–79) 50 (30–70) 84 (69–98)

Boys (n = 48) 89 (73–100) 62 (43–81) 61 (41–81) 90 (74–100)

Model II

Cut-point ≥22

Whole sample (n = 75) 67 (46–88) 65 (51–79) 47 (29–65) 80 (67–94)

Girls (n = 61) 50 (18–82) 57 (37–77) 33 (9–58) 73 (52–94)

Boys (n = 48) 83 (58–100) 74 (54–94) 63 (36–89) 89 (73–100)

Model III

Cut-point ≥24

Whole sample (n = 72) 82 (65–100) 69 (55–83) 56 (38–74) 89 (78–100)

Girls (n = 40) 83 (58–100) 75 (57–93) 58 (32–85) 91 (78–100)

Boys (n = 32) 82 (54–100) 62 (39–85) 53 (26–80) 87 (66–100)

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; SN, sensitivity; SP, specificity.
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in adults44 and children.22,45,46 However, MAFLD is a polyge-

netic disease where dynamic interactions between genes and

environmental factors can modulate the development and pro-

gression of the disease.43 Therefore, we probably need more

genetic information of MAFLD-susceptible genes, as well as

studies examining the gene–environmental factors interactions,

rather than just several SNPs, to establish accurate predictive

models. In addition, to date, genetic variables are not easily

available in routine clinical practice, which limits its application

as a massive screening tool. Thus, the model I is the most

appropriate model to serve as a second-step of the proposed

screening protocol.

This study adds to the current knowledge the development of

an accurate, sensitive (72%), specific (84%), simple and minimally

invasive screening protocol for the identification of MRI-diagnosed

MAFLD among children with overweight/obesity: the HEPAKID

prediction protocol. This algorithm combines two consecutive steps

without genetic information and/or difficult to measure biochemical

parameters in routine clinical practice. In the first step, children are

classified as ‘at risk of having MAFLD’ or ‘not’ depending on the

score achieved in the HEPAKID index pre-screening tool,16 which is

derived from a questionnaire based on the recording of

sociodemographic factors (ethnic minority status and gestational

age at birth), anthropometric data (WHtR) and lifestyle variables

F IGURE 1 HEPAKID prediction protocol algorithm for screening paediatric metabolic associated fatty liver disease (MAFLD); MRI, magnetic
resonance imaging
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(SSB consumption and screen time). In the second step, those chil-

dren identified in the previous step as ‘at risk’ (HEPAKID index ≥25)

have to be referred for a blood test to perform a second screening

using common blood biochemical parameters (glucose and insulin to

calculate HOMA-IR, TG, ALT, AST, GGT and ferritin). Those children

with a score ≥25 in this second step should be sent to a medical spe-

cialist to confirm the diagnosis. In addition, the proposed protocol

was validated in an external sample (N = 45) showing similar results

(sensitivity 70% and specificity 85%), which strengthens its predic-

tion capacity.

In adults, several prediction scores showed the elevated capacity

of anthropometric and clinical parameters to predict the risk of suffer-

ing fatty liver disease.47,48,49 Nevertheless, in children, these scores

have very limited accuracy (AUC-ROC between 0.68 and 0.75).36 Pre-

viously proposed prediction scores or algorithms for the screening of

paediatric MAFLD15,36,42 showed reasonable accuracy (between 0.81

and 0.88) and sensitivity (between 77% and 89%) but very limited

application in external validations. For instance, the Ped-NAFLD

score15 was tested in a cohort of 119 children, showing 75% of sensi-

tivity and 68% of specificity.36 In another study with 113 children, its

sensitivity dropped to 33%, while the specificity was 95%.16 However,

these models include non-easy-to-measure parameters such as blood

leptin and adiponectin15 or genetic information42 that limits their rou-

tine applicability. Similarly, the algorithms and the ALT-level-based

cut-off points proposed by either NASPGHAN10 or ESPGHAN11 show

high specificity (between 88% and 94%) but very low sensitivity

(between 26% and 48%) compromising their utility as screening tools.

The combination of sociodemographic, anthropometric, lifestyle

and clinical information within the same algorithm seems to be the

key to achieve high sensitivity (>70%), specificity (>80%) and ele-

vated discriminatory capacity to identify children with MAFLD

among those with overweight or obesity. Likewise, the high speci-

ficity achieved after performing the two steps makes this tool use-

ful for clinical practice avoiding unnecessary costly or invasive

testing in patients without the disease, allowing its application in

the entire child population with overweight or obesity. The pro-

posed decision tree also contemplates the possibility of direct deri-

vation to confirmatory diagnostic tests of children with moderate

or severe obesity with MAFLD risk factors (such as family history

of MAFLD, very high hepatic enzyme levels or hepatic symptom-

atology). Moreover, those children who maintain their overweight/

obesity status, but who were not classified as children at risk of

MAFLD in the first or in the second step, should be monitored and

assessed yearly to avoid leaving any patient untreated in the

future. A simple guide explaining the application of the proposed

protocol can be found in Table S6.

The proposal of the current study complements our previous sen-

sitive pre-screening tool (the HEPAKID index),16 adding the necessary

specificity of a medical screening tool, but maintaining its simplicity,

easiness and low economic cost. In any case, although the results

were consistent in the validation sample, the proposed protocol

should be externally validated in larger, multiethnic and representative

cohorts of children with overweight/obesity before its implementa-

tion in clinical settings. In this line, in our study, ethnic minority

condition was defined as belonging to a recognized ethnic minority

for Spain or as having a foreign-born mother from a low- or middle-

income country. In Spain, these groups share social disadvantages,

and the results were consistent in the external validation sample:

However, it should be also tested in other multiethnic cohorts from

other European and non-European countries.

In conclusion, the HEPAKID prediction protocol identifies with

high sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, as wells as low time-

consuming and economic cost children with overweight/obesity who

likely suffer MAFLD, and who should be referred for confirmatory

diagnosis.
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